
TAbic® H-120
Infectious Bronchitis vaccine H-120 strain

     Effervescent Tablet = 
Enhanced Convenience



TAbic® H-120 advantages 

Efficacy   
Broad spectrum. H-120 is one of the 
most widely used IB strains in the world.
  
Safety 
Mild strain H-120 can be used as indicated 
in all ages and all species of chickens.

Convenience  
TAbic® H-120 can be applied in combination 
with our TAbic® V.H.,  
TAbic® IBVAR206 or TAbic® IB Var vaccines. 
  
Applicable by aerosol, coarse
spray and drinking water.

Vaccine strain
 
TAbic® H-120 vaccine is a freeze-dried, 
live attenuated Infectious Bronchitis 
vaccine, containing the mild H-120 
(HUYBEN 120) strain. 

The origin of this strain is from a 
Massachusetts IBV serotype. 

TAbic® H-120
H-120 Massachusetts Infectious Bronchitis strain



Unique features of TAbic® H-120 

Innovative effervescent tablet
TAbic® H-120 is a live attenuated virus vaccine for Infectious Bronchitis, developed 
with the H-120 strain, freeze dried and tableted in an effervescent form, sealed in  
eco-friendly sterile blister packaging.  

Easy to use
TAbic® H-120 tablets dissolve rapidly, the live virus disperses evenly in the diluent, 
resulting in a homogeneous clear suspension.

Convenience
TAbic® H-120 is convenient, user friendly and safe to handle. No need for syringes  
or other equipment for vaccine preparation.

Environmentally friendly
TAbic® H-120 is friendly to the environment; empty blisters are easily disposed of.

Saving cost on shipping and storage
Due to the reduced size of each pack, TAbic® H-120 requires minimal storage 
volume, is lightweight and easily transported. 

Storage
TAbic® H-120 storage temperature should be 20C to 80C. 

Presentation
TAbic® H-120 is available in boxes with 10 tablets of 1,000 ds; 2,000 ds or 5,000 ds. 

TAbic® H-120 vaccinated commercial chickens (eye drop) compared to non-
vaccinated control serology (HI Log2)
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The results are statistically different (student t-test P<0.05) 

Bronchitis titers
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TAbic® family – TAbic® V.H., TAbic® IBVAR206, TAbic® IB Var, TAbic® H-120 and TAbic® M.B.


